
 
 

December 11, 2018 
 
• The Athletic, Cubs GM Jed Hoyer on the budget, free agents and how ‘I’ve never wanted a season 

to start quicker.’ 
https://theathletic.com/706850/2018/12/11/cubs-gm-jed-hoyer-on-the-budget-free-agents-and-
how-ive-never-wanted-a-season-to-start-quicker/  

 
• The Athletic, If the Cubs can’t spend big at the winter meetings, what can they do? 

https://theathletic.com/703813/2018/12/10/if-the-cubs-cant-spend-big-at-the-winter-meetings-
what-can-they-do/  

 
• Cubs.com, Cubs seek clubhouse leaders as Meetings open 

https://www.mlb.com/cubs/news/cubs-seek-clubhouse-leaders-at-winter-meetings/c-301677358  
 

• Cubs.com, Cubs' auction includes booth meet and greet 
https://www.mlb.com/cubs/news/cubs-participating-in-winter-meetings-auction/c-301639700  
 

• ESPNChicago.com, Can cash-strapped Cubs solve need for late-game relief? 
http://www.espn.com/mlb/story/_/id/25503432/mlb-cash-strapped-chicago-cubs-solve-need-late-
game-relief  

 
• ESPNChicago.com, Cubs GM Jed Hoyer says finding another David Ross is key 

http://www.espn.com/mlb/story/_/id/25504664/jed-hoyer-chicago-cubs-filling-veteran-leadership-
void-priority  

 
• NBC Sports Chicago, With Hot Stove season in full tilt, when will Cubs join the fray? 

https://www.nbcsports.com/chicago/cubs/hot-stove-season-full-tilt-when-will-cubs-join-fray-
rumors-trade-free-agent-market  

 
• NBC Sports Chicago, Lee Smith credited Billy Williams with saving his Hall of Fame career 

https://www.nbcsports.com/chicago/cubs/lee-smith-credited-billy-williams-saving-his-hall-fame-
career-cubs  

 
• NBC Sports Chicago, Cubs not selling Kyle Schwarber stock: 'We really believe in him' 

https://www.nbcsports.com/chicago/cubs/cubs-rebuff-kyle-schwarber-trade-talk-nothings-
changed-rumors-mlb-stock-up  

 
• NBC Sports Chicago, MLB Winter Meetings: Cubs Hot Stove rumors roundup 

https://www.nbcsports.com/chicago/cubs/mlb-winter-meetings-cubs-hot-stove-rumors-trade-
roundup-news-harper-machado-phillies-cardinals-brewers  

 
• Chicago Tribune, Jed Hoyer says the Cubs' budget parameters haven't changed 

https://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-jed-hoyer-free-agent-budget-
20181211-story.html  
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• Chicago Tribune, Cubs say they're looking to tweak their roster: 'There’s no untouchables' 

https://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-jed-hoyer-winter-meetings-
tweaks-20181210-story.html  

 
• Chicago Tribune, Long wait finally ends for Hall of Fame closer Lee Smith, who hopes to have a 

Cubs cap on his plaque 
https://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-lee-smith-hall-of-fame-
20181210-story.html  

 
• Chicago Tribune, 'He’s a problem-solver': Tommy Hottovy's analytics background, communication 

skills lead to his promotion to Cubs pitching coach 
https://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-tommy-hottovy-pitching-coach-
20181210-story.html  

 
• Chicago Tribune, Cubs backup catcher Victor Caratini is getting a head start on 2019 in winter ball 

https://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-victor-caratini-puerto-rican-
league-20181210-story.html  
 

• Chicago Tribune, ESPN's 'Sunday Night Baseball' will start an hour earlier in 2019 
https://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/ct-spt-espn-sunday-night-baseball-games-
20181210-story.html  

 
• Chicago Sun-Times, Tougher NL Central underscores significance of Cubs’ winter efforts, 

limitations 
https://chicago.suntimes.com/sports/tougher-national-league-central-significance-cubs-winter-
efforts-limitations/  

 
• Chicago Sun-Times, Closer mentality: Growing respect for relievers paved way to Hall for Lee Smith 

https://chicago.suntimes.com/sports/closer-mentality-growing-respect-relief-pitchers-hall-of-fame-
lee-smith/  
 

• Chicago Sun-Times, Hammered for rising property taxes, Ald. Tom Tunney runs for political cover 
https://chicago.suntimes.com/business/property-taxes-alderman-tom-tunney-wrigley-field-
lakeview-wrigleyville-cubs-assessments-chicago-election-2019/  
 

-- 
 
The Athletic 
Cubs GM Jed Hoyer on the budget, free agents and how ‘I’ve never wanted a season to start quicker.’ 
By Patrick Mooney 
 
LAS VEGAS – “No, nothing has changed in that regard,” Cubs general manager Jed Hoyer said Monday 
when asked about the team’s payroll outlook since the GM meetings in early November. That’s when 
reports first surfaced about the Cubs’ financial flexibility this winter, questioning their ability and 
appetite to sign Bryce Harper to a record-setting contract. 
 
Translation: The Cubs haven’t engineered the kind of plan that once allowed them to execute a two-
offseasons-in-one strategy and dominate the 2015 winter meetings, eventually spending almost $290 
million on free agents and fortifying the team that would end a 108-year World Series drought. 
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That also doesn’t necessarily mean the Cubs can be completely ruled out of the Harper sweepstakes or 
that every other team in the Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino accepts the reality of their budgeting 
process. Theo Epstein’s “nuanced offseason” has left a lot open to interpretation, from Joe Maddon’s 
lame-duck status to even more turnover on the coaching staff to a much wider and deeper discussion 
about the franchise’s responsibilities while Addison Russell serves a 40-game suspension under Major 
League Baseball’s domestic violence policy with the players’ union. 
 
But on Day 1 of the Las Vegas winter meetings, Harper still looked like the right player at the wrong 
time. Sources inside and outside the organization continue to describe the Harper-to-the-Cubs theory as 
highly unlikely or only if X, Y and Z happen in terms of clearing major salary commitments, changing the 
fundamental nature of the roster and somehow signing a Scott Boras client who reportedly turned down 
a 10-year, $300 million offer from the Washington Nationals in late September. 
 
The business vs. baseball forces aren’t just the $1 billion Wrigleyville construction project and the 
unpredictability surrounding the future Cubs network. After Yu Darvish, Tyler Chatwood and Brandon 
Morrow failed to live up to expectations — because of injuries and/or underperformance — the Cubs 
have to be reassessing how they evaluate and invest in free agents. 
 
“It’s interesting,” Hoyer said, sitting with Chicago reporters inside the team’s suite near the top of the 
Delano hotel. “Because the guys we signed last winter didn’t have an easy transition and the guys we 
traded for midseason kind of did, which is usually the opposite of what you expect. You expect a spring 
training to give you a chance to get your feet underneath you. 
 
“But I do think that is one of the challenges of free agency. You don’t know how a guy’s going to react to 
a new environment, especially in a big market and an environment that’s expecting to win. Sometimes 
those transitions aren’t as good as you hope. 
 
“It’s something we talk about a lot: What can we do differently from an onboarding standpoint to make 
guys comfortable to get the most out of them? From a cultural standpoint to a coaching standpoint, 
what can we do better to make sure those guys come in and get off on the right foot?” 
 
The Cubs guaranteed $215 million to free-agent pitchers last offseason and still needed to circle back to 
the Texas Rangers to get Cole Hamels and Jesse Chavez in late July. Picking up the $20 million option on 
Hamels — a move that strengthened the rotation and gave the Cubs peace of mind — swallowed up 
money that otherwise could have been redirected toward Harper. Now that Morrow might be sidelined 
until May 2019 while recovering from elbow surgery, the Cubs appear to be making another late-inning 
reliever their top priority. 
 
Honestly, there have been times this offseason when it’s felt like the Cubs are talking about a high 
school team, emphasizing energy and effort and how much their spirit could make a difference in 2019. 
 
That’s not how Epstein sounded when he aired so many of his frustrations during that end-of-season 
press conference at Wrigley Field in early October (and indicated the Cubs were still in the middle of 
finalizing next year’s budget). 
 
“For both of us, we’ve felt it’s important to not let that emotion deteriorate over the course of the 
winter,” Hoyer said. “You do have four months or whatever it is until you start spring training. Your 
emotions do kind of lessen over time. We’ve taken that as a challenge — to both of us — to try not to 
let that happen, to keep on talking about the way the season ended and how we felt and not let that 
happen (again). 
 



 
“I’ve never said this before, but I’ve never wanted a season to start quicker. I just feel like the way that 
the season ended, it left such a bitter taste in our mouths. There are seasons that end where you’re like, 
‘I’m OK going into the offseason and not having a game every night and not having the grind going on.’ 
This is a year where I can’t wait to get back and start competing again.” 
 
To recap: The Cubs whiffed on their biggest free-agent targets last winter, stashed some of their most 
accomplished players on the disabled list, witnessed a team-wide offensive collapse and experienced all 
kinds of friction between the players, coaching staff, manager and front office … and still won 95 games. 
 
“I know that this group of players has another gear that it can get to that we didn’t get last year,” Hoyer 
said. “We spent a lot of time talking about how to get there, so the sooner we can start playing games 
again, the better. I can’t wait to drive to Arizona.” 
 
-- 
 
The Athletic 
If the Cubs can’t spend big at the winter meetings, what can they do? 
By Sahadev Sharma 
 
LAS VEGAS — As the winter meetings begin, reality is sinking in: Theo Epstein isn’t just lying in the weeds 
waiting to pounce on Bryce Harper. 
 
Unless the Cubs are able to make some dramatic changes to their payroll structure, Harper to the Cubs 
is as unlikely as Harold Baines in the Hall of Fame. Wait, check that. 
 
But just because the Cubs probably aren’t signing Harper, that doesn’t mean they won’t upgrade the 
roster this winter. 
 
“Sure, we’re looking outside the organization as well,” Epstein told reporters late last week. 
 
This after much of his time was spent talking about internal improvements and how the sting of an 
unexpected early-October exit from the playoffs should be enough motivation for a group that 
underachieved and still managed to win 95 games. If the Cubs aren’t going the obvious route to upgrade 
their team by adding Harper or Manny Machado, it’s worth exploring what else they could do. 
 
The first and most obvious area has to be the bullpen. Perhaps the biggest bit of news Epstein dropped 
last week was that Brandon Morrow underwent a debridement procedure on November 6 and isn’t 
expected to be ready until a couple weeks into the season. Morrow wasn’t officially shut down for the 
2018 season with a bone bruise until late September, and when it became clear that Morrow was still 
having pain despite weeks of rest, the Cubs opted for the procedure. 
 
“I think for him, it’ll be a positive,” Epstein said. “It’ll mean that we completely addressed the issues that 
were bothering him, instead of waiting for him to come back to make sure. It could also help him be 
strong later in the season with a little bit of a later start.” 
 
Knowing his extensive injury history, it’s fair to wonder exactly when Morrow will return and how 
impactful he’ll be. It would be foolish to assume he’ll be able to return in May or June and give the team 
high-leverage innings up to and through the playoffs. Which means adding a high-leverage bullpen arm, 
already a priority, has become an absolute necessity this winter. 
 



 
“We’ll have to set things up a little differently the first few weeks of the season,” Epstein said. “And then 
it just underscores the need for depth and late-game options early in the year.” 
 
Adding either Andrew Miller or Zach Britton would be ideal. Either lefty would complement Morrow 
well if and when he returns by giving Joe Maddon a viable closer option on days he’d want to rest 
Morrow, in addition to the high-leverage lefty the bullpen clearly needs as well. But the Cubs may not be 
up for a Scott Boras bidding war when it comes to Britton, and it’s unlikely Miller comes at much of 
discount. Pretty much every team needs quality relief help, especially from the left side. Miller and 
Britton make sense for everyone, not just the Cubs. 
 
This front office hasn’t been one to go out and pay big money for established closers in the past, so Craig 
Kimbrel seems unlikely at best. Epstein said as much at the GM meetings. 
 
“I don’t think, given our other needs, given our roster and payroll situation now and going forward, 
(that’s) the best thing long-term (or that) a closer at big money is really high up our priority list right 
now,” he said. “Stranger things have happened, but I think we have some other areas to address.” 
 
That may take the Cubs into the next tier of relievers — David Robertson or Cody Allen, both of whom 
have experience closing and would be more affordable, especially Allen. Don’t expect the Cubs to 
pursue Jeurys Familia, who has a domestic violence suspension in his past. After trading for Aroldis 
Chapman in 2016 and tendering a contract to Addison Russell recently, the Cubs aren’t likely to head 
down that path once again. 
 
Adam Ottavino likely comes with a hefty price tag and some significant injury history. Joe Kelly is similar 
to Morrow in that that he likely bumped up his asking price with a brilliant October, but doesn’t come 
with the injury history. Picking up the recently non-tendered Brad Boxberger or Blake Parker or trading 
for an arm like Will Smith or José Leclerc makes sense for the Cubs, too. 
 
As of now, the Cubs’ primary objective this week should be addressing the bullpen issues and creating 
the type of depth that allowed them to weather injuries to Morrow and Pedro Strop while Carl Edwards 
Jr. struggled. But it’s hardly their lone priority of the offseason. 
 
“The way pitching has evolved, how hard it is to hit, how hard it is to make contact in the modern game, 
we’d love to add another hitter who can hit good pitching, good bat-to-ball skills, adjustability, the 
ability to put the ball in play and use the whole field,” Epstein said. 
 
Ideally, that type of skill set would come from that internal development the Cubs have talked about 
often since the season ended — or really, for a few years now. But they won’t rest on their laurels. 
Anthony Rizzo and Ben Zobrist fit this mold already, but the Cubs are clearly looking for another player 
who espouses these characteristics. 
 
Luckily for them, four of the top players in contact percentage are free agents this winter. 
 
Outfielder Michael Brantley led all qualified players with a 90.9 percent contact rate last season. The 
left-hander also posted a 124 wRC+, and because injuries limited him to just 101 games in 2016-2017, 
may not come at as hefty a price tag. It would obviously be a risk considering those health issues, but 
when he’s on the field and not dealing with nagging injuries, Brantley has proven to be a strong 
offensive force. 
 
Second baseman DJ LeMahieu (11th last season in contact rate) would also make sense. While his 86 
wRC+ may scare some off, along with the potential that his good seasons may be Coors-inflated, 



 
Baseball Prospectus’ new advanced offensive metric, DRC+ (read the same as wRC+ with 100 as average; 
every unit above or below is the percentage above/below average that the player performed) had him 
at a respectable 105. LeMahieu would be an easy fill-in for April while the Cubs await Russell’s return 
from suspension for violating the league’s domestic violence policy. Epstein said they’re certainly 
looking for up-the-middle depth considering Javier Báez will be manning shortstop in Russell’s absence. 
Yet sources suggest the Cubs won’t be in the bidding for LeMahieu’s services, as he’s already priced 
himself out of their market. 
 
Ian Kinsler and Nick Markakis slotted second and third, respectively, in contact rate last season. And 
while both are past their primes offensively, Markakis’ 114 wRC+ last year was his best since 2012, and 
his makeup and desire to get a ring before hanging it up could make him both affordable and able to 
provide that sense of urgency the Cubs need. 
 
“Adding the right bench piece with some real leadership qualities, hopefully a complimentary skill set to 
our everyday guys (is a priority),” Epstein said. “But with true leadership qualities to help us … nudge us 
in the right direction. Really playing with purpose and playing on a mission as a team. A real sense of 
urgency in 2019, we’ll need it. That’s a real priority with us.” 
 
That “edge” Epstein seeks could also come in the form of a veteran backup catcher. The Cubs need to 
make sure that Willson Contreras not only does not lead the league in innings caught by a significant 
margin, but that he has a strong veteran presence to continue to learn from who can also manage a 
veteran pitching staff. 
 
Robinson Chirinos and Brian McCann were considered, but both ended up signing elsewhere. René 
Rivera, who was with the team for part of 2017, would make perfect sense. And an exchange of big 
contracts could be beneficial if the Cubs decide to pursue Toronto Blue Jays backstop Russell Martin, 
whom they attempted to sign as a free agent prior to the 2015 season. 
 
Fans don’t want to hear it, but money will be a topic of discussion all winter long. The Cubs have several 
needs to fill on a tighter budget than in recent winters. Ideally, moving a contract like Tyler Chatwood’s, 
Jason Heyward’s or even a smaller one like Brian Duensing’s or Brandon Kintzler’s would help the Cubs 
address their needs. But that may not be realistic. 
 
One source suggested that as counter-intuitive as it may seem, shopping Ben Zobrist could make sense. 
Zobrist fits the mold of the contact hitter who can hit top-tier pitching and also brings that sense of 
urgency and leadership to the clubhouse. His resilience and dedication to his craft has to be commended 
after he bounced back from a rough 2017 at the age of 37. 
 
The Cubs would rather not take all that away from this team, but removing his $12.5 million salary from 
the books ($14 million for luxury tax purposes) would give them more flexibility this winter. And with 
Zobrist turning 38 in May, it’s not out of the question that the Cubs would be selling high on the former 
World Series MVP. 
 
Consider this scenario: The Cubs move Zobrist to a contender for some prospects. They then use that 
money to sign a top-tier reliever, bring in a contact hitter like Brantley or Markakis and then could still 
make a move to add an infielder via trade. And the prospects added via the Zobrist trade would allow 
them to maintain the depth of the farm system Epstein is focused on rebuilding. Someone like the 
Kansas City Royals’ Whit Merrifield would be at the top of the list, while Philadelphia Phillies infielder 
Cesár Hernández would make sense as well. 
 



 
It would require a lot of moving parts, but replacing Zobrist with a more affordable, younger player with 
more years of control could make sense if it gives the Cubs financial flexibility to address other needs. 
It’s not exactly how they’d draw it up in a perfect world where budget constraints don’t exist, but as 
Epstein put it, “short of a series of trades that transforms the roster,” this is likely the reality the Cubs 
face this offseason. 
 
Creativity will be required. Instead of a big-splash addition that alters the middle of their order in one 
single move, the Cubs are faced with a more “nuanced” offseason. Not everyone will be happy, and 
nobody will be crowning the Cubs the winners of the offseason. But if the right buttons are pushed, it 
could lead to a better team with better results in 2019. And that’s all Epstein is looking to do. 
 
“There’s a chance it’s going to be a winter where we don’t acquire a big name from outside the 
organization,” Epstein said. “That does not represent a failure. We should be judged by the product on 
the field. We should be judged by how many games we win. We should be judged on whether we make 
the playoffs. And we should be judged on how we perform in October.” 
 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Cubs seek clubhouse leaders as Meetings open  
By Jordan Bastian 
 
LAS VEGAS -- In this era of advanced analytics, there are still intangible elements that even the most 
forward-thinking teams value. Attempting to quantify the impact of veteran leadership is an 
impossibility, but plenty of clubs still believe that quality can affect a clubhouse and an organization's 
culture. 
 
An offseason ago, the Cubs felt that the core group in place -- the bulk of which went through the run to 
the 2016 World Series triumph -- was ready to lean on its experience rather than requiring a veteran to 
step up as the primary voice of accountability. Now, as Chicago is trying to harness this fall's frustrations 
as fuel for 2019, the front office is intent on injecting leadership via an outside source this offseason. 
 
"I think it was a miscalculation on our part," Cubs general manager Jed Hoyer said. "I think we felt like 
we got to a place where those things would maybe take care of themselves, because we had this group 
together for so long. And we probably realized that that wasn't accurate." 
 
Hoyer spoke on Monday evening from within the team's vast suite high in the towers of the Mandalay 
Bay Resort & Casino, where all was quiet on the Cubs' front throughout Day 1 of the Winter Meetings. 
With the colorful lights on the Las Vegas Strip sprinkling behind him, Hoyer detailed a day filled with 
meetings with representatives of free agents and rival teams to discuss trade scenarios. 
 
Hoyer also reiterated the theme of this offseason, that the team's main concern for next year is finding 
ways to get the players already in place to improve. That message is based on the fact that the Cubs' 
payroll already projects to be more than $200 million before any additions, creating a situation in which 
the team will likely need to shed money to sign any significant free agents. 
 
So, while a big-ticket star like Bryce Harper might not be a realistic fit as the Cubs' roster is currently 
constituted, the team will focus on finding affordable reinforcements for the bullpen, depth pieces for 
the infield and outfield and perhaps a backup catcher. As Chicago sifts through its long list of bench 
possibilities in the process, veteran leadership will be a key attribute. 
 



 
"I thought we were a little bit lacking in that last year," Hoyer said. "Not so much on the pitching side. 
On the pitching side, I think we do have that to a certain extent. On the position-playing side, we don't. 
And that's something we felt like we missed last year." 
 
It is not all that common for a front office to be so blunt about its need for leadership, especially when 
the team in question is coming off a 95-win campaign, won a World Series two years ago and has more 
victories than any team in MLB over the past four years combined. Yet, Hoyer feels the absence of that 
kind of addition last winter became glaring as the season progressed. 
 
During the 2017 campaign, outfielder Jon Jay was added to the fold and -- once he felt comfortable in 
the clubhouse -- he emerged as a vocal leader behind the scenes. Before that, veteran catcher David 
Ross famously served as a leader through the Cubs' rise through the 2015-16 campaigns. Ross is still 
around the team now as a special assistant to baseball operations. 
 
"We didn't have anyone like that on the roster last year," Hoyer said. "I did think there was a bit of a 
void, to be honest with you. And that's not to say that we don't have a bunch of guys that have 
leadership qualities. We absolutely do. But, we have such a young group. They're even young now. They 
might be experienced and have won a lot, but they're still very young. 
 
"And I think having someone who's been through the game a little bit longer with a little more 
perspective that can help out with some of the difficult times, I think is important. And I think we had 
that in '15, '16, '17 with more guys than I mentioned -- I cherry picked a couple -- but with a number of 
guys." 
 
During a gathering with reporters at the Cubs' offices at Wrigley Field last week, president of baseball 
operations Theo Epstein shed a little more light on what he felt was lacking in that regard. 
 
"There was a bit of a sense of inevitability of success," Epstein said. "Players deal with sort of the 
narrative of the season in different ways. With our players, there was a sense that things would be fine 
in the end. With the length of the season and our talent, it would take care of itself. We're the Cubs. 
We'll be there. I think in a lot of ways that was a lesson learned." 
 
Hoyer noted that no moves were imminent for the Cubs as of Monday evening, and the GM predicted 
that conversations with agents would gain momentum in the coming days due to the volume of free 
agents still on the market. Within those conversations, Chicago will keep searching for a veteran voice to 
help fill last season's void. 
 
"I still just think that the right guy with the right professionalism does make a difference."" Hoyer said. 
 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Cubs' auction includes booth meet and greet  
By Jordan Bastian 
 
LAS VEGAS -- The Cubs have once again joined Major League Baseball's annual Winter Meetings 
tradition of participating in a league-wide charitable auction. 
 
This year's auction will support the Jackie Robinson Foundation and the Negro Leagues Museum, two 
important institutions that educate future generations of young people through honoring significant 
moments and individuals of baseball's past. 



 
 
The auction is live on MLB.com/wintermeetingsauction through Thursday, when it will conclude at 9 
p.m. CT. Items include special baseball experiences, including meetings with some of the game's biggest 
stars, along with unique items donated by MLB and the 30 clubs. 
 
As part of the auction, which has raised roughly $1.5 million over the past six years for a variety of 
charities and causes, the Cubs are offering three unique items. 
 
One experience up for auction by the Cubs is called "Catch in the Confines." The winner and three guests 
will have the chance to play catch at Wrigley Field for 30 minutes prior to a night game on a mutually 
agreed upon date. The round of catch will occur before batting practice in the afternoon, and the 
package also includes four pregame field passes and four lower bowl tickets to that night's game. 
 
The Cubs are also offering a "Meet the Broadcasters" package, which includes four lower bowl tickets to 
a game on a mutually agreed upon date, along with the opportunity to watch batting practice from the 
field. The winning bidder will also have a chance to spend an inning in the press box, where they will 
meet broadcasters Len Kasper, Jim Deshaies, Pat Hughes and Ron Coomer. 
 
The third item up for auction by Chicago is a "Dream Day at the Confines" experience. The winner will 
receive four lower bowl tickets to a game on a mutually agreed upon date and the chance to watch BP 
from the field with four pregame field passes. An assortment of Cubs giveaway items from the 2019 
promotion schedule will also be included in the package. 
 
-- 
 
ESPNChicago.com 
Can cash-strapped Cubs solve need for late-game relief? 
By Jesse Rogers 
 
LAS VEGAS -- If you're still looking for the Chicago Cubs to go swimming in the deep end of the free-
agent pool, you may have to wait for another offseason. Once again, the front office more than 
intimated that it won't be spending the big bucks this winter. 
 
"Nothing has changed in that regard," general manager Jed Hoyer said Monday when asked about the 
team's budget. 
 
There have been other times when the club has "found" money during the winter, leading to an increase 
in the spring payroll. But that isn't the case this year, at least not so far, so the team is stuck in the 
shallow end, unless they pare payroll. 
 
Their attention on Day 1 of the winter meetings -- and likely for the week -- is on their bullpen. The 
news, announced last week, that closer Brandon Morrow will miss the first month of the season 
recovering from arthroscopic surgery on his elbow, has underscored the team's need for back-end arms. 
And the market is loaded with possibilities. 
 
"There are so many relievers in the free-agent market and so many [available] via trade, there is a lot of 
work to be done by the scouts to line everyone up," Hoyer said. "So, yeah, a big part of it is there is a lot 
of volume there and you have to work through that volume." 
 
It would be easier to mention the players the Cubs haven't had discussions with as they are scouring the 
market for the right guy willing to accept the right deal. For example, if they can afford it, lefty Zach 



 
Britton is on their radar, though one league source said he was looking for "big money," even coming off 
a shortened year due to an injury. More than likely, the team will look at cheaper options such as Joakim 
Soria -- whom they've talked to, and will again this week. 
 
So far, there have been no discussions with some of the other high-end guys such as Jeurys Familia or 
even one of their own from last year, Justin Wilson. A case could be made the team could do a lot worse 
than Wilson, especially if they've learned how to use him properly. 
 
Hoyer was asked if the Cubs need a pitcher with closing experience considering Morrow is out for at 
least the early portion of the season. 
 
"I'm going to answer that kind of boringly and say we're looking for quality relievers," Hoyer responded. 
"We wouldn't be valuing closing experience over overall talent." 
 
As for the position player base, which failed miserably down the stretch last season, there is bound to be 
some changes, but the Cubs aren't overhauling their whole lineup. Though the bad taste from last year -
- when they lost the division and wild-card game on consecutive days -- is still fresh, the front office is 
keeping the faith. Perhaps they have no other choice since they don't have the funds to make big 
changes. 
 
"I know this group of players has another gear that we didn't get to last year," Hoyer said. "We've spent 
a lot of time talking about how we can get there, so the sooner we can start playing games again the 
better." 
 
The team had those kinds of discussions as recently as Monday, as coaches along with manager Joe 
Maddon were in the team's suite at Mandalay Bay for a portion of the day. Hoyer emerged with one 
nagging feeling: He wants 2019 to begin. 
 
"I've never said this before but I've never wanted a season to start quicker," he declared. "I just feel like 
the way the season ended left a bitter taste in our mouths. ... This is a year where I can't wait to get back 
and start competing again because I think that the way it ended -- August and September -- we didn't 
put our best foot forward." 
 
-- 
 
ESPNChicago.com 
Cubs GM Jed Hoyer says finding another David Ross is key  
By Jesse Rogers 
 
LAS VEGAS -- With the lack of leadership in the clubhouse in 2018 dubbed a "miscalculation," the 
Chicago Cubs are searching for their next David Ross. 
 
The former catcher turned Cubs executive/ESPN broadcaster famously won over Chicago and the Cubs 
locker room in 2015 and 2016, helping the team to a World Series championship. 
 
But the Cubs haven't replaced that kind of leadership since Ross retired, and now it is one goal of the 
offseason. 
 
"We didn't have anyone like that on the roster last year," Cubs general manager Jed Hoyer said from the 
winter meetings on Monday. "I did think there was a bit of a void, to be honest with you. That's not to 
say we don't have a bunch of guys that have leadership qualities. We absolutely do, but we have such a 



 
young group. Having someone that's been through the game a little bit longer, with more perspective, 
that can help out with some of the difficult times, is important. We had that in '15, '16, '17. We were 
lacking that last year." 
 
Hoyer praised former outfielder Jon Jay for his role in 2017, but Jay didn't return in '18, opening the 
leadership void. 
 
The Cubs faded the down stretch last season, losing the division in a tiebreaker game to the Milwaukee 
Brewers, then losing the wild card game to the Colorado Rockies the next day. The front office assumed 
-- after several years in the big leagues and four straight playoff appearances -- that the young players 
on the team were ready to be on their own. That wasn't the case. 
 
"I think it was a miscalculation on our part," Hoyer said. "We felt we were at a place where those things 
would take care of themselves because we had this group together for so long. We realized that wasn't 
accurate." 
 
Hoyer stressed that the Cubs have some leaders on the pitching staff -- namely veteran Jon Lester. Plus, 
Jason Heyward and Anthony Rizzo are considered in that category as well, but none necessarily possess 
the attributes to call out teammates, an area Ross excelled. Hoyer didn't mention names, but he 
stressed that an addition with those leadership qualities for 2019 is likely to come from a backup, not a 
marquee player. He reiterated a winter stance that the Cubs also want Ross around the team more, 
even though his role isn't in uniform outside of spring training. 
 
"The right guy with the right professionalism does make a difference," Hoyer said. 
 
-- 
 
NBC Sports Chicago 
With Hot Stove season in full tilt, when will Cubs join the fray? 
By Tony Andracki 
 
LAS VEGAS — Cubs fans are getting very antsy, and it's easy to see why. 
 
The Cubs' offseason began weeks earlier than past falls due to the one-and-done postseason 
appearance and with such a disappointing finale, even Theo Epstein teased the potential for an 
offseason of change.  
 
Yet here we are, at the end of the first day of the MLB Winter Meetings — 68 days after the 2018 season 
came to a close — and the Cubs have yet to make an impactful addition to the roster. 
 
That's not to say they haven't done anything. They picked up Cole Hamels' $20 million option as well as 
the team options they held on Pedro Strop and Jose Quintana. But the list of offseason acquistions at 
the moment looks like this: 
 
LHP Jerry Vasto (waivers) 
RHP Rowan Wick (trade with Padres) 
OF Johnny Field (waivers) 
 
Only Wick is on the 40-man roster. The Cubs also re-signed pitcher Kyle Ryan to a major-league deal 
after he spent 2018 in their minor-league system. 
 



 
On the other side of the coin, the Cubs have already lost Drew Smyly and Jesse Chavez this winter — 
both of whom ended up with the Rangers — and traded Tommy La Stella to the Los Angeles Angels. 
They've also likely lost a crop of free agents headlined by Daniel Murphy and Justin Wilson (neither are 
expected back in a Cubs uniform in 2019). 
 
So it's understandable why fans are impatient. 
 
Does that mean the Cubs are on the verge of making a move and filling the holes in their bullpen or 
lineup? 
 
"No, nothing imminent," GM Jed Hoyer said Monday evening in the Cubs' suite inside the Delano Las 
Vegas. "Today is sort of build the ground work, have those conversations and hopefully you build some 
momentum for the end of the week or towards next week. But there's nothing imminent." 
 
Like last winter, it's a very slow-moving free agent market around the game even if the trade market has 
been very active to date.  
 
It's not just the top names like Bryce Harper and Manny Machado, either. Almost every free agent relief 
pitcher is still on the market and nearly every team with hopes of contending in 2019 needs to build up 
their bullpen, so the Cubs have spent a lot of time talking to agents with nothing bearing fruit yet 
(obviously).  
 
That said, Hoyer confirmed the Cubs still spent much of their time Monday chatting with other teams 
about potential trades.  
 
While the Cubs have been clear about their desire to add relievers, another bench bat and some more 
leadership in the position player group, they also continue to state publicly that they're expecting most 
of the advancement from 2018 to 2019 to be done in-house. The Cubs front office maintains the 
solutions will come from within to rebound from a late-season fade where the offense went ice cold. 
 
Still, for those who can't wait for there to be actual news — any news — on the Cubs front, they may not 
have to wait long. 
 
As Hoyer met with the Chicago media early Monday evening (Vegas time), he speculated the day may be 
only half over for the Cubs front office. 
 
"I feel like Day 1 is really difficult to assess," Hoyer said Monday. "We'll have a better sense of [any 
potential moves] tomorrow. If things are going to happen, they gain momentum as the week goes on. 
Usually, ideas don't percolate on Wednesday. 
 
"The way things work in these meetings, [Monday evening is] like Noon on the first day in some weird 
way. People work through the night." 
 
-- 
 
NBC Sports Chicago 
Lee Smith credited Billy Williams with saving his Hall of Fame career  
By Tony Andracki 
 



 
LAS VEGAS — Chicago's list of prestigious Hall of Fame athletes grew larger by two names this week as 
former Cubs pitcher Lee Smith and former White Sox designated hitter Harold Baines were both handed 
the game's highest honor at the MLB Winter Meetings in Las Vegas. 
 
But in the case of Smith, it almost didn't happen.  
 
The affable former closer was cracking joke after joke at his Hall of Fame press conference Monday 
afternoon inside the Mandalay Bay Convention Center. He also talked about how he wouldn't even be 
sitting at the podium if not for a conversation with Cubs legend Billy Williams. 
 
When asked how he found his niche as a reliever, Smith responded with: 
 
For myself, back in the day, when I was — all of my idols playing Major League Baseball were starting 
pitchers in the Bob Gibsons and the Fergie Jenkinses and the Nolan Ryans, where you wanted to be a 
starting pitcher because in that era it was somewhat a slap in the face being a relief pitcher, because 
usually the starter went to the complete game, or if he didn't, he got knocked around and it was like a 
mop-up role. 
 
And luckily Mr. Billy Williams came to my home and asked me into — I actually quit playing baseball, and 
Billy Williams came to my home and talked me into coming back playing. And like I said earlier — we're 
on the air, I can't exactly what he said to me, but — and so, in turn, he said, hey, you haven't done 
anything in this game yet; go out there and earn your place. 
 
And the rest is history. I love it. 
 
Smith still holds the Cubs franchise lead in saves by a wide margin, with his 180 dwarfing the 133 put up 
by the runner-up (Bruce Sutter).  
 
Smith ranks third in franchise history with 458 appearances with the Cubs, behind Charlie Root and - 
believe it or not - Carlos Marmol, who pitched in 483 games with the Cubs. 
 
The 61-year-old said Chicago was home and still keeps in touch with members of the Cubs franchise, 
calling them "family, not friends." 
 
Smith also confirmed shortly after getting the call from the Hall he will be wearing a Cubs hat in 
Cooperstown: 
 
Smith pitched for the Cubs from 1980 to 1987 before moving on to the Boston Red Sox, St. Louis 
Cardinals, New York Yankees, Baltimore Orioles, California Angels, Cincinnati Reds and Montreal Expos. 
 
-- 
 
NBC Sports Chicago 
Cubs not selling Kyle Schwarber stock: 'We really believe in him' 
By Tony Andracki 
 
LAS VEGAS — It's Winter Meetings time, which means, of course, that it's Kyle Schwarber trade rumor 
season. 
 
Every winter since he made his MLB debut in the middle of the 2015 season, Schwarber has found his 
name linked in trade rumors. 



 
 
Yet the Cubs have not taken the bait, instead doubling and tripling down on Schwarber as a player and 
as an important part of the team's core.  
 
So it wasn't a surprise when USA TODAY's Bob Nightengale reported Sunday teams have inquired about 
trading for Schwarber but were turned away. 
 
We know the Cubs don't deal in untouchables thanks to the Kris Bryant trade conversation earlier this 
winter, but Schwarber is right up there with players the organization has no interest in selling unless 
they're blown away with the return. 
 
"Nothing's changed," Cubs GM Jed Hoyer said Monday. "We really believe in him. He's an incredibly 
gifted hitter and we fully believe in the makeup. In general, I think you can ask a similar question about 
almost any guy in our core. For a reason, we 've stuck by these guys and we've won a lot of games with 
these guys and we believe in them. 
 
"Of course there's no untouchables and we've said that over and over, so whenever these rumors come 
out — 'would they trade any of these guys?' Of course. We never have an untouchable. We do believe in 
these guys. If we didn't believe in them, we certainly would've changed course by now. 
 
"The last three years, we've made a real effort to have this group together and I think we're still gonna 
win a lot of games as a group." 
 
The day after the Cubs' 2018 season ended in disappointing fashion, Theo Epstein discussed the need to 
evaluate the team's young position players on production rather than potential. 
 
While Schwarber took some steps forward in 2018, he still falls into that category. Sure, he drastically 
improved his defense thanks to increased fitness/weight levels. And he improved his walk rate while 
cutting down on his strikeout rate.  
 
But he still hasn't morphed into that ever-dangerous hitter that sits in the middle of the Cubs order and 
strikes fear into opposing pitchers. Schwarber hit 30 homers in 2017 and 26 last season, but drove in just 
59 and 61 runs, respectively. He also found himself out of the lineup often against left-handed pitchers.  
 
It's important to keep in mind that Schwarber is still developing as a hitter and big-league player, missing 
out on the entire 2016 regular season with that devastating knee injury and enduring prolonged 
struggles in 2017 due in part to increased pressure hitting in the leadoff spot. 
 
To put it in perspective, Schwarber had a very similar season to Phillies cornerstone player Rhys Hoskins 
and consider how he compares to fellow teammates Javy Baez and Anthony Rizzo through a similar 
number of plate appearances through their first three-plus MLB seasons: 
 
Schwarber (1,274 PAs) — .228/.339/.470 (.809  OPS) 
Rizzo (1,211 PAs) — .238/.324/.412 (.735 OPS) 
Baez (1,267 PAs) — .255/.300/.427 (.727 OPS) 
 
Schwarber was worth 3.2 WAR (FanGraphs) for the Cubs in 2018, but the team knows there's a lot more 
in there waiting to be unlocked. 
 
He's a big reason why the Cubs are betting on an overall team improvement in 2019 thanks to individual 
steps forward. 



 
 
"Ultimately, I'll still go back to what I've said over and over each winter is the biggest improvements are 
going to be from within," Hoyer said. "No matter what we do from the outside, getting our guys back 
and getting our team playing like we should is the most important thing. 
 
"We have spent a lot of time on that today as well, talking to Joe, talking to our coaches, talking to our 
scouts. As much as we talk about external stuff, we never get that far away from the internal 
improvements we need to make." 
 
-- 
 
NBC Sports Chicago 
MLB Winter Meetings: Cubs Hot Stove rumors roundup  
By Tony Andracki 
 
LAS VEGAS — We're running down all the latest rumors and news from around Major League Baseball as 
it pertains to the Cubs during Day 1 of the Winter Meetings. 
 
**Is Tom Ricketts the mystery owner?? 
 
The Bryce Harper Sweepstakes are down to only three teams if you believe this report, but it's also 
possible the Cubs are still in the mix as the ever-popular "mystery team." 670 The Score's Bruce Levine 
reported Monday about "rumblings" the Ricketts signed off on a potential big move this winter.  
 
The Cubs are still playing things close to the vest this winter with how much budget they really have at 
their disposal. 
 
"It doesn't do us any good to ever talk about specifics with money," Cubs GM Jed Hoyer said Monday. "It 
just doesn't help. Ultimately for us, we try to keep those numbers internal as the most important thing." 
 
**Count the Cardinals out on Harper 
 
Big, if true. REAL big for Cubs fans, who should be jumping for joy that the Cardinals may be out on 
Harper. They just acquired Paul Goldschmidt and had the budget available last winter to take on 
Giancarlo Stanton's contract, so they could've potentially added Harper this winter even after last 
week's big trade (Goldschmidt is also on a serious bargain, making only $14.5 million in 2019).  
 
**The Phillies are apparently more interested in Manny Machado than Bryce Harper at the moment: 
 
It's an interesting thought, as the Phillies just acquired shortstop Jean Segura in a trade with the Seattle 
Mariners last week and they have Maikel Franco at third base. Franco isn't a guy that would block 
Machado, of course, and Segura could move to second base if Machado insists on playing shortstop, but 
Philly seems to have more of a need for an outfielder.  
 
As of right now, the Phillies are heading into 2019 with only Odubel Herrera truly locked into an outfield 
spot and Harper would seem like a perfect fit given the team's familiarity with playing against him in the 
NL East for all these years and Harper's left-handed bat seemingly would play better in Gabe Kapler's 
lineup with the Phillies' current core pieces all right-handed (Segura, Rhys Hoskins, Scott Kingery).  
 
Still, it's good news for Cubs fans if the Phillies are focused on Machado over Harper given Philadelphia 
is the team most able to drive up the price for Harper this winter. 



 
 
**Billy Hamilton won't be terrorizing the Cubs anymore: 
 
There were times over the last few years where it seemed more like the Cubs were facing Billy Williams 
than Billy Hamilton when they squared off against the Cincinnati Reds. Case in point: Hamilton hit only 3 
homers in 2016, but 2 of those came off Cubs pitching. So when the Reds non-tendered the speedy 
outfielder last month, it was good news for the Cubs assuming he didn't sign with another team in the 
division. 
 
That's official now, as Hamilton will be patrolling the outfield at Kauffman Stadium and the Cubs will not 
have to face him 18-19 times a season anymore. Hamilton posted a career .743 OPS and .350 on-base 
percentage against the Cubs over the years, numbers way above his career marks (.631 OPS, .298 OBP).  
 
**Shifting is a hot topic this winter: 
 
The league is reportedly looking to reduce extreme infield shifting where left-handed hitters come up to 
the plate with three guys on the right side of the infield, including a defender in shallow right field. The 
Athletic's Jayson Stark explained how the idea to kill shifting is picking up steam and how it would all 
work in an article last week. 
 
While any rules or limitations on shifting will ultimately result in more basehits, teams will still find 
loopholes and ways around any idea of being forced to keep two defenders on either side of second 
base, as Kapler mentioned. A defender in motion as the ball is being pitched isn't ideal of course, as it 
would make things difficult for that guy to field line drives or any ball to his right, but it could still take 
away a lot of potential groundball basehits off the bat of lefties.  
 
It will be interesting to see how this all plays out over the next month or so, but surely it seems as if 
some limitations on shifting will be coming down shortly — which is good for the Cubs in that they shift 
far less than other teams (28th in MLB while Brewers shifted the 8th-most) and hitters like Kyle 
Schwarber, Anthony Rizzo and Jason Heyward may add a few more singles to their resumes in 2019 and 
moving forward. 
 
**Cubs have reportedly checked in with Adam Ottavino 
 
This makes a ton of sense from a Cubs perspective to at least meet with Ottavino's camp. The Cubs have 
a clear need for impact relievers and Ottavino is one of the best on the market. 
 
Ottavino, 33, is a free agent and coming off a season in which he put up a 2.43 ERA and 0.99 WHIP while 
striking out a whopping 112 batters in 77.2 innings with the Rockies. But he's getting up there in age and 
has a sketchy history of both injury and ineffectiveness (had a 5.06 ERA, 1.63 WHIP in 2017). 
 
Still, the Cubs already coveted a high-leverage reliever this winter even before Brandon Morrow 
underwent surgery that will likely delay his 2019 status. The question is whether Ottavino will remain in 
the Cubs' price range this winter. 
 
**Yankees sure appear to be out of Bryce Harper Sweepstakes: 
 
There really hasn't been anything substantial to link the Yankees to Harper anyways other than the fact 
that they're the Yankees and they spend a lot of money all the time. If Cashman is to be believed, that 
rules out another big market team in the Harper Sweepstakes, but it's also entirely possible the Yankees 



 
are playing the same game every other team is and refusing to show their cards in the bidding for a 
generational player. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Jed Hoyer says the Cubs' budget parameters haven't changed  
By Mark Gonzales 
 
The Cubs’ exact payroll budget for 2019 remains a mystery to those outside the organization. 
 
Monday night’s only clue came when general manager Jed Hoyer said the team’s budget parameters 
haven’t changed since the GM meetings last month. 
 
So while speculation remains rampant about whether the Cubs can afford to make a run at free-agent 
slugger Bryce Harper, they still need bullpen help, with many relievers available in the free-agent and 
trade markets. 
 
“It leads to a lot of conversations,” said Hoyer, who thinks Tuesday’s talks could dictate the pace of 
negotiations. “There’s so many relievers on the free-agent market, so many relievers in trades. There’s a 
lot of work to be done by the scouts to line everyone up. 
 
“So a big part of it is that there’s a lot of volume there, and we have to work through that volume.” 
 
Hoyer carefully answered a question about the price of relievers possibly rising since the Cubs disclosed 
that closer Brandon Morrow underwent surgery on t his right elbow and likely will be sidelined through 
April. 
 
“I think I’d probably answer that really boringly and say we’ll be looking for quality relievers,” Hoyer 
said. 
 
The Cubs have about $165 million earmarked to 14 signed players for 2019, with approximately another 
$40 million going to arbitration-eligible players. That will make it difficult to add players under the 
luxury-tax threshold of $206 million unless they trade away some major-league talent. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Cubs say they're looking to tweak their roster: 'There’s no untouchables' 
By Mark Gonzales 
 
The start of spring training is more than two months away, with the Cubs still looking for late-inning 
relief help, a middle infielder with leadership skills and perhaps a backup catcher. 
 
And yet, “I’ve never said this before, but I’ve never wanted a season to start quicker,” general manager 
Jed Hoyer said Monday night at the winter meetings. 
 
Team President Theo Epstein and Hoyer each have expressed the bitterness of the Cubs’ season starting 
to erode in August and abruptly ending with a loss to the Rockies in the National League wild-card game. 
 



 
Hoyer seems to feel as if only a tweak, such as the addition of an assertive reserve such as David Ross in 
2015-16 and Jon Jay in 2017, could resurrect the Cubs’ presence in the NL. 
 
“That’s something we felt we missed last year,” said Hoyer, adding that Ross, a special assistant, will 
spend more time around the team this season. “It was a miscalculation on our part. I think we felt like 
those things would take care of themselves because we had that group together for so long. And we 
probably realized that wasn’t accurate.” 
 
Hoyer said the Cubs’ greatest potential for improvement comes from within their roster, and that 
adding a veteran position player might require more financial flexibility. 
 
That could be their most difficult task. Versatile switch-hitter Ben Zobrist, 37, was the team’s most 
polished hitter last season and may be too valuable to try to move as he enters the final year of his 
contract earning $12 million. 
 
“I guess (moving a productive player) only makes sense in concert with other things to make us better,” 
Hoyer said. “In general, we had a 95-win team last year, and we didn’t feel like things clicked. We know 
we have a lot of guys that can perform better. 
 
“And so, for us to start moving pieces around the board, I think it has to make a lot of sense, whether 
that helps us financially or not. That’s got to be the biggest focus.” 
 
Left fielder Kyle Schwarber raised his batting average by 27 points last season and has hit 56 home runs 
the last two seasons from the left side. Hoyer tempered a report that said the Cubs informed interested 
teams that Schwarber was untouchable. 
 
“Of course, there’s no untouchables,” Hoyer said. “We’ve said that over and over. So, whenever these 
rumors come out, I think it's ‘Would they trade any of these guys?’ Of course. We’d never have an 
untouchable. 
 
“But, we do believe in these guys. If we didn’t believe in them, certainly we would’ve changed course by 
now.” 
 
Hoyer admitted that it would take time for a player to assimilate with his new teammates, as Jay did in 
2017 after signing as a free agent. 
 
“You can’t come into a team that won the World Series and start making changes,” Hoyer said. “But I 
think the right guy with the right professionalism makes a difference.” 
 
Hoyer said no deals were imminent and that he would have a better gauge of possible moves Tuesday. 
The relief market is flooded, but Hoyer tempered the suggestion that the Cubs will have to pay more for 
a closer after the revelation last week that Brandon Morrow won’t be available likely until after April 
after undergoing arthroscopic elbow surgery last month. 
 
“No one’s a closer until they’ve done it, and once they’ve done it, they’re a closer,” Hoyer said. “That’s 
sort of my mentality on it. I think we already have some guys on the team that have proven they can 
handle the ninth inning when we need to. 
 
“We’re looking for talented and versatile relievers that can help us. I think we have some guys on the 
team that can handle the ninth, if we need to.” 
 



 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Long wait finally ends for Hall of Fame closer Lee Smith, who hopes to have a Cubs cap on his plaque  
By Paul Sullivan 
 
Lee Smith was best known for two things during his Cubs career: the long, slow walk from the bullpen to 
the mound in the late innings and his steely glare toward the plate before unleashing a pitch. 
 
After being voted into the Hall of Fame on Sunday by a veterans committee, Smith revealed the famous 
glare was not really intended to intimidate hitters. 
 
“If you looked at the top of those stadiums back in the day, they had that cookie-cutter shape and the 
sun was shining right in my face, man,” Smith said Monday. “So looking down, I had that glare. And in 
day games, it’s hard to see … and we didn’t have any lights at Wrigley, so I wanted to make sure I got 
(the signal) right before I threw it up there.” 
 
The slow walk and deep glare will be on display July 21 in Cooperstown, N.Y., where Smith will join 
Harold Baines and others — likely including all-time saves leader Mariano Rivera — for the Hall of Fame 
induction ceremony. 
 
Smith was a unanimous selection by the 16-member “Today’s Game Era” committee, which voted on a 
select group of executives, managers and players considered overlooked by the baseball writers during 
their time on the ballot. 
 
Smith called it the “second chance committee,” though it was actually the longtime closer’s 16th chance 
at being elected. During 15 years on the ballot (2003-17), he never came close to the 75 percent of votes 
from the Baseball Writers’ Association of America necessary for induction. His best showing was 50.6 
percent in 2012, his sixth year on the ballot. 
 
Smith, who grew up in rural Louisiana slopping hogs and milking cows, was scouted by Buck O’Neil and 
began his career as a starter in the Cubs organization after they drafted him in the second round in 1975 
out of Northwestern State. 
 
At 6-foot-6 and 235 pounds, he once considered a basketball career before former Braves slugger Joe 
Adcock talked him out of it, telling him to focus on baseball in college. 
 
After Smith’s pro career got off to a slow start, his manager at Double-A Midland, former Cubs catcher 
Randy Hundley, informed him during the 1979 season he was going to the bullpen. 
 
“Back then, it was somewhat a slap in the face to become a relief pitcher,” Smith said. “Most of the 
starters wanted to go nine (innings), so you didn’t know anyone that wanted to pitch (in relief) then. But 
actually the game started to evolve a couple years after that with the Bruce Sutters and Rich Gossages 
and those guys like that, and (managers) wanted to get (the ball) to a closer. 
 
“Mr. Billy Williams came to my home, and I can’t say (out loud) what he said to me about doing this 
relief pitching thing. But I tried it … and the rest is history.” 
 
Smith became a seven-time All-Star with three Rolaids Relief Awards, finishing his career with a then-
record 478 saves. 
 



 
He made his major-league debut Sept. 1, 1980, and became a part of the Cubs bullpen in the strike-
shortened ’81 season. Manager Lee Elia tried to convert him back to a starter early in ’82 but ditched the 
plan by July. 
 
Smith posted an 0.96 ERA from July 8 through the end of the season, retiring 19 straight hitters in a 
dominant stretch from Aug. 18 to Sept. 7. He made his first All-Star Game in 1983, striking out Ron Kittle 
at old Comiskey Park, and led the National League with 29 saves in 103 1/3 innings. 
 
Smith’s reputation zoomed from there. He was a key part of the Cubs’ resurgence in 1984 that led to 
their first postseason appearance in 39 years and turned Wrigley Field into a must-see destination for 
fans across the country. 
 
Unfortunately for Smith, his most memorable outing came in Game 4 of the National League 
Championship Series when he served up a game-winning home run to the Padres’ Steve Garvey in San 
Diego to tie the series at 2-2. 
 
The rest is history. 
 
Smith grew weary of the organization by 1987, when he was booed at Wrigley, and asked to be traded 
after the season. 
 
Cubs general manager Jim Frey complied, sending Smith to the Red Sox for starter Al Nipper and reliever 
Calvin Schiraldi in his first deal after taking over from President Dallas Green. 
 
“I never got the respect I thought a guy with those kind of numbers should have gotten,” Smith told 
Tribune reporter Fred Mitchell after the deal. “It had a lot to do with the broadcasters and who they 
played up. I was low-key and I liked it like that.” 
 
Asked about the booing fans, Smith replied: “That wasn’t the true Cub fan. Those were guys with a 
couple of beers.” 
 
Some thought Smith was cooked. But after leaving Chicago, he pitched for seven teams over 10 more 
seasons and had almost as many saves in four years in St. Louis (160) as he did in eight years with the 
Cubs (180). 
 
Now a minor-league pitching coach for the Giants, he’s a frequent presence at the Cubs Convention and 
he received a 2016 World Series ring from Cubs Chairman Tom Ricketts. 
 
Despite the unceremonious ending to his Cubs career and his success elsewhere, Smith hopes he’ll be 
wearing a Cubs cap on his Hall of Fame plaque. 
 
“It’s definitely going to have to be a Cubbie, man,” he said. “There were a lot of great teams I played for 
because Smitty’s been around. But the Cubs gave me my first chance in the big leagues, and the Cubs 
gave me a World Series ring. … Wherever you start at, it’s something in your heart that’s always there.” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
'He’s a problem-solver': Tommy Hottovy's analytics background, communication skills lead to his 
promotion to Cubs pitching coach  
By Mark Gonzales 



 
 
Tommy Hottovy rarely sits still in a clubhouse, whether he’s pinpointing a potential flaw on video, 
reviewing a preferred pitching sequence in front of a player’s locker or opening a thick binder of 
scouting reports to review with his fellow coaches around a table covered with computers. 
 
In making the adjustment from advance scouting coordinator to pitching coach, Hottovy will focus on 
putting the Cubs staff in position to succeed. 
 
“I look at this (promotion) as just as much as showing the confidence and validation of the current 
infrastructure we have,” Hottovy said Friday, a day after the Cubs named him as Jim Hickey’s 
replacement. “We have three great people working together.” 
 
With Hickey’s departure after only one season, Mike Borzello added the title of associate pitching coach 
to his catching/strategy duties with assistance from bullpen coach Lester Strode. 
 
Team President Theo Epstein believes Hottovy’s unique background — he never has served as a pitching 
coach — supplements his communication skills to make him the clear-cut favorite over several others 
with coaching experience. 
 
“Tommy is a tremendous communicator, a great worker and great teammate down there,” said Epstein, 
who feared losing Hottovy to another major-league team had he not promoted him. “And he has a 
terrific relationship with the pitchers. 
 
“He’s a problem-solver. He’s adept at using the vast resources and technology that we have at our 
disposal to help pitchers get better.” 
 
Hottovy suffered a left shoulder injury in spring training 2014 that ended his major-league career after 
only 17 games in two seasons (2011-12) with the Red Sox and Royals. But Hottovy, a finance major at 
Wichita State who yearned to stay involved in baseball, signed up for an online course Boston University 
offered titled “Sabermetrics 101: Introduction to Baseball Analytics.” 
 
“It’s a great course,” said Hottovy, who said he comes from a family of chief financial officers and 
accountants in the Kansas City, Mo., area. “I recommend any baseball fan to take the course. It takes 
you behind the scenes and helps bridge a gap. 
 
“When you’re on the field, you’re focused on success. This (course) makes you look a different way in 
how to make yourself better. Sometimes you’re trying to find a nugget to help a Jon Lester or Cole 
Hamels. You’re always trying to find trends. You can take three hours (of research) into a two-minute 
conversation.” 
 
The Cubs hired Hottovy shortly after he completed the course, and he has concentrated on run 
prevention. Those chores included game plans and assisting pitchers in their game preparation. 
 
Perhaps Hottovy’s biggest strength is that he clearly understands the terminology used by the Cubs’ 
research and development department and can present the information to the coaching staff, pitchers 
and catchers in a concise manner. 
 
“He doesn’t think of himself as a guy who knows it all,” said legendary Wichita State coach Gene 
Stephenson, who coached Hottovy for four seasons (2001-04) during his 36 years. “He was always 
picking someone’s brain. 
 



 
“He had the benefit of playing in the Boston and Kansas City organizations and interacting with good 
people. He’s not a phony. It’s always ‘we,’ ‘us.’ He’ll make everyone better. I’m so happy for him. He 
loves what he’s doing.” 
 
Hottovy’s rapport could be put to the test during a mound visit with a pitcher who might not agree with 
his observations. 
 
“He’ll be fine,” Stephenson said. “He’ll adjust. He’s a smart guy.” 
 
Hottovy is part of a trend in which several teams have hired coaches not far removed from their playing 
days because of their ability to relate to current players. Hottovy, 37, was a teammate of Lester and 
former Cubs pitcher John Lackey with the Red Sox in 2011. 
 
At the same time, Hottovy knows the struggle of just reaching the majors. He was a fourth-round pick of 
the Red Sox in 2004 who didn’t make his major-league debut until his eighth professional season after 
years of coping with injuries and struggles. 
 
“I’ve been fortunate to see different angles to games and different viewpoints,” Hottovy said. “I learned 
a lot in the three years I worked with (former pitching coach) Chris Bosio and last year with Jim Hickey. 
 
“I’ve tried to absorb every ounce and translate it to our pitchers.” 
 
Hottovy also looks forward to working closer with sabermetrics-savvy manager Joe Maddon, who 
supported Hottovy, fellow advance scouting coordinator Nate Halm and since-departed hitting coaches 
Chili Davis (now with the Mets) and Andy Haines (now with the Brewers) during the Cubs’ late-season 
struggles. 
 
The Cubs hired Hottovy shortly after Maddon’s arrival in 2015. 
 
“It’s amazing how the (dynamics) have grown, and it’s a great time to continue to learn from him,” 
Hottovy said. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Cubs backup catcher Victor Caratini is getting a head start on 2019 in winter ball  
By Mark Gonzales 
 
Victor Caratini spent most of the last two seasons as the backup to Cubs catcher Willson Contreras. At 
25, Caratini may be at a point where he doesn’t want to be labeled as a career reserve, so he is playing 
for Caguas this winter in the Puerto Rican League. 
 
“This must be the year,” Caratini told Elnuevodia.com. “Playing here will help get me ready for spring 
training, demonstrating what I’ve always shown.” 
 
Last season Caratini earned the backup role on opening day but was optioned to Triple-A Iowa on May 
28 to make room for veteran Chris Gimenez, who lasted only one month. Caratini finished with a .232 
batting average, two home runs and 21 RBIs in 76 games. He gained more playing time in September. 
 



 
The Cubs might look for a more seasoned backup unless Caratini takes bigger strides, but that doesn’t 
appear to be a major priority at this point. Caratini lends value as a switch hitter who can play first and 
third base, but Anthony Rizzo and Kris Bryant occupy those positions. 
 
The Cubs’ top catching prospect is Miguel Amaya, the only catcher ranked among their top 30 prospects 
by FanGraphs.com. Amaya, 19, hasn’t played above Class A South Bend. 
 
Caratini went 1-for-2 with two runs in his winter-ball debut in a 19-5 win over Carolina. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
ESPN's 'Sunday Night Baseball' will start an hour earlier in 2019 
By Phil Rosenthal 
 
The Cubs’ Father’s Day game at Dodger Stadium is among the first batch of ESPN “Sunday Night 
Baseball” matchups announced Monday. 
 
So is their previously scheduled Aug. 18 MLB Little League Classic meeting with the Pirates in 
Williamsport, Pa., site of the Little League World Series. 
 
The release of a handful of “Sunday Night Baseball” pairings accompanied an announcement from ESPN 
that most “Sunday Night Baseball” telecasts this season will begin at 6 p.m., an hour earlier than before. 
 
That’s 4 p.m. on the West Coast, making it more of a late afternoon than night there. 
 
Some things do not change, however. 
 
Once more there’s no shortage of Dodgers, Red Sox and Yankees — especially Red Sox versus Yankees. 
 
Of the 11 “Sunday Night Baseball” games ESPN unveiled, four were Red Sox versus Yankees and another 
four featured the Dodgers, including Dodgers at Red Sox on July 14 and Yankees at Dodgers on Aug. 25. 
 
The Sept. 8 Yankees at Red Sox telecast will start at the old time of 7 p.m. CT. Dodgers at Rockies on 
April 7 is set for 7:30 p.m. CT. 
 
The Braves figure in the remaining two games announced, visiting the Phillies in the “Sunday Night 
Baseball” season opener March 31 and the Cardinals on May 26. 
 
ESPN started the “Sunday Night Baseball” telecast in 1990, and it developed in a showcase time slot. It 
nearly always is the only game scheduled for that time. 
 
But players who had to travel after games complained they reached the next city at dawn, disrupting 
their sleep schedules ahead of the next series against an opponent that usually had more rest. 
 
Major League Baseball has been more cognizant of player health issues in recent years. As part of the 
collective bargaining agreement that started in 2017, baseball scheduled earlier start times for many 
weekday games on getaway days beginning last season. 
 



 
MLB also is nearing an announcement on broadcast coverage for its first games in Britain between the 
champion Red Sox and the Yankees on June 29 and 30. Fox is likely to televise the Saturday game and 
ESPN the Sunday game, a source told the Associated Press. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Tougher NL Central underscores significance of Cubs’ winter efforts, limitations 
By Gordon Wittenmyer 
 
LAS VEGAS — If the Cubs thought the Brewers were tough last season, wait until they get a load of the 
retooling Cardinals next season. 
 
Or the Reds, provided they can acquire some decent pitching this winter. And the Pirates have enough 
on their roster even before adding another bat or two in the next month or so to stay relevant. 
 
Hey, where did all the tankers go? 
 
As the Cubs look for ways to add bullpen depth and a veteran bat this winter, the realization is starting 
to sink in that the dynamic young team that seemed to promise a dynasty with the 2016 World Series 
title is just another big dog in a much tougher fight for the National League Central. 
 
‘‘You see how much better the Cardinals got and what the Brewers were able to accomplish last year,’’ 
Cubs president Theo Epstein said just ahead of the winter meetings this week in Las Vegas. ‘‘Whoever 
wins the NL Central, it’s going to have to be earned, as it should be.’’ 
 
The Cardinals still are looking to add after trading for Cubs- and Brewers-killer Paul Goldschmidt on 
Wednesday. The Reds have been linked to right-hander Sonny Gray and other available starting pitchers. 
 
Just like that, the NL Central is the only division in the majors without a team tanking as it heads into 
2019. 
 
Just in time for the Cubs to run up against the ceiling of a bloated payroll budget, a year after spending 
$185 million on three free agents who provided little or no contribution last season. 
 
‘‘That is one of the challenges of free agency,’’ general manager Jed Hoyer said of the lost seasons of 
right-handers Yu Darvish (poor performance and injury) and Tyler Chatwood (lack of command) and the 
lost second half of closer Brandon Morrow (injury). ‘‘You don’t know how guys are going to react to a 
new environment, especially in a big market in an environment that’s expecting to win.’’ 
 
Those swings and misses in particular have left the Cubs looking for tweaks and depth more than splash 
and free-agent flash this offseason. 
 
‘‘The biggest improvements are going to be made from within this team,’’ Hoyer said. 
 
Meanwhile, a Cubs team embittered by a season that ended with a one-game face-plant in the NL wild-
card game wouldn’t be crazy to think the rest of the division senses more vulnerability than at any time 
since their 2015 breakthrough season. 
 
‘‘I mean, we did win 95 games last year, so I don’t think they look at us as vulnerable,’’ Hoyer said as the 
meetings opened Monday. ‘‘I think this is the natural timing of these different teams. 



 
 
‘‘It’s going to be a great division, there’s no question. The Cardinals obviously made a big move already 
[by] getting Goldschmidt. The Pirates made some big moves last year at the deadline [including a trade 
for right-hander Chris Archer]. And they were not a lot of fun to play with their pitching staff down the 
stretch. The Reds are going to be aggressive, there’s no -question. 
 
‘‘It’s going to be a really good division, and you’re right that it may be the only division that doesn’t have 
a team, um, regrouping.’’ 
 
The Cubs have made it clear they don’t expect to add an every-day player, much less a big-ticket free 
agent. 
 
Whether they can get enough bench and bullpen help this winter and enough renewed health into next 
season, lame-duck manager Joe Maddon and his overhauled coaching staff figure to have their toughest 
path to October in years. 
 
‘‘It’s going to be great competition from top to bottom,’’ said new Reds manager David Bell, who spent 
time on the Cubs’ and Cardinals’ coaching staffs in recent years. ‘‘I’ve spent a lot of time in the division. I 
think it’s the best division. . . . I think anyone has a chance to win this division; I really do.’’ 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Closer mentality: Growing respect for relievers paved way to Hall for Lee Smith  
By Gordon Wittenmyer 
 
LAS VEGAS — For all the success and dominance Lee Smith had as a closer with the Cubs and Cardinals a 
generation ago, he probably can thank the recent success of the Brewers, Royals and Dodgers just as 
much for his election to the Hall of Fame. 
 
‘‘So many ballclubs now set their team around their bullpen,’’ said Smith, who became only the sixth 
relief pitcher elected to the Hall when the veterans’ committee selected him Sunday after he fell short in 
15 tries on the writers’ ballot. ‘‘I’m so glad we got a little more recognition.’’ 
 
Smith retired as the all-time saves leader after the 1997 season, and his 478 saves still rank third behind 
Mariano Rivera and Trevor Hoffman. 
 
Hoffman was inducted last year, and Rivera is expected to be elected by the writers this year in his first 
year of eligibility. That will make the 2019 Hall of Fame class the first to feature multiple relief pitchers. 
 
For decades, relievers were considered failed starters and often discounted because of it in Hall of Fame 
voting. 
 
That thinking gradually has shifted with the trend over the last three decades of pitchers being groomed 
in the minors for late-inning roles and more recently of playoff teams leaning almost as hard on their 
relief staffs as on their rotations. 
 
‘‘Back in the day, all my idols were starting pitchers in the Bob Gibsons and the Fergie Jenkinses and the 
Nolan Ryans,’’ Smith said. ‘‘You wanted to be a starting pitcher because, in that era, it was somewhat of 
a slap in the face being a relief pitcher because the starter usually went the complete game. Or, if he 
didn’t, he got knocked around, and it was like a mop-up role.’’ 



 
 
Smith actually quit baseball as a Cubs minor-leaguer when he was asked to make the transition to 
reliever until Cubs legend Billy Williams got in his face and talked him out of it. 
 
‘‘And the rest is history,’’ Smith said. 
 
Position-battle alert 
 
The Cubs are kicking the tires on veteran backup catchers this winter. They still have both catchers — 
Willson Contreras and Victor Caratini — who finished on the roster last season, and general manager Jed 
Hoyer said he doesn’t expect to have the luxury of having three catchers next season because the Cubs 
‘‘almost definitely’’ will carry 13 pitchers again. 
 
Clubhouse leader wanted 
 
One of the Cubs’ priorities this winter is to acquire a veteran position player who can provide a strong 
clubhouse influence for a team that fell short in that area in 2018. That almost certainly will be a bench 
player. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Hammered for rising property taxes, Ald. Tom Tunney runs for political cover  
By Fran Spielman 
 
Under fire for property tax increases made worse by skyrocketing assessments, Ald. Tom Tunney (44th) 
is running for political cover. 
 
On Monday, Tunney pushed a resolution through the City Council’s Finance Committee urging the 
Illinois Legislature and Cook County Board to provide homeowners with some form of assessment relief. 
 
His resolution asks state lawmakers to: allow online applications for the senior citizens exemption — 
and every five years, instead of annually; raise the income threshold from $65,000 to $75,000; allow a 
one-time exemption for a certain amount of capital gains; raise the household income threshold for the 
Longtime Occupant Homeowner Exemption. 
 
The County Board was urged to do its part by requiring newly-elected Cook County Assessor Fritz Kaegi 
to issue annual reports related to assessment trends and distribution of the tax burden. 
 
The resolution also asks the County Board to allow “property improved with a building put to 
commercial use of six-or-less units where the building measures less than 12,000 square feet of above 
grade space to be assessed as Class 2.” 
 
A group bankrolled by the billionaire Ricketts family — owners of the Cubs — has been sending out 
mailers hammering Tunney for skyrocketing property taxes in Lake View. 
 
That’s apparently because Tunney cast a 2015 vote in favor of the largest property tax increase in 
Chicago history — $838 million — for police and fire pensions and school construction. 
 
Monday’s resolution was Tunney’s way of fighting back and demonstrating his sensitivity to an issue that 
could be decisive in his 44th Ward aldermanic race against three challengers. 



 
 
Tunney said the triennial reassessment has triggered “average increases of over 30 percent,” generating 
“huge concern about the livability and viability of continuing to be in our neighborhood.” 
 
“My effort as the elected official is to really work with our state and county officials for reform. Reform 
in the hope of protecting the long-term homeowners with their unpredictability and unreliability of their 
property taxes,” Tunney told his colleagues. 
 
Tunney said he’s heard from constituents who’ve been in Lake View for “20 years or more,” were 
instrumental in revitalizing their neighborhood. Now, they feel they’re being punished by large increases 
in property taxes because of their “hard work to rebuild a community.” 
 
“I find often that the homeowner says, `Alderman, I just can’t afford the cash outlays every six months. 
Now, I’m actually having to go back and borrow on my equity on the home to actually make payments,'” 
Tunney said. Some even say “`I’ve got a choice of feeding my family or my medical decisions or paying 
my mortgage or escrow amounts for these things,'” he added. 
 
Tunney said the one-time exemption makes sense, since the federal government requires those over the 
age of 70 to “withdraw certain amounts from their IRAs.” 
 
“Seniors, in the year when they have to liquidate a certain asset, do not meet the income verification … 
because they may have had a capital gain that put them over the top. So they fall out of line. They have 
to get back into line,” the alderman said. 
 
Marie Poppy has lived in Lake View since 1990. 
 
Although the “median assessment increase” may well be 32 percent, Poppe said she was socked with an 
increase of 72 percent. One homeowner she knows was walloped with an assessment increase of 92 
percent. 
 
“It is too much at one time for any person to expect 50 percent, 30 percent, 60 percent tax increase. 
These are extraordinary numbers,” Poppy said 
 
“A few of my neighbors are putting their homes on the market in the spring. People who I have lived 
with and by for 20 years. I already now have lost two of my friends. One has moved to Minneapolis, the 
other one to Tennessee. The unpredictable increases are pushing residents out of their homes and out 
of the city.” 
 
Dennis Culloton, a spokesman for the Ricketts family, refused to comment on Monday’s resolution. 
 
He would say only that the Cubs’ owners are “watching democracy play out in the 44th Ward.” 
 
Although they have yet to choose a horse in the 44th Ward race, the Cubs owners have targeted Tunney 
after battling him for years over virtually all matters pertaining to Wrigley Field. 
 
The Cubs got the go-ahead to put up two video scoreboards, four other outfield signs, extend the 
Wrigley footprint onto public streets and sidewalks without compensating Chicago taxpayers, and play 
more night games. 
 
The City Council also approved the Cubs’ ambitious plan to develop the land around Wrigley Field with a 
hotel, an office building and open-air plaza with even more signs. 



 
 
But, the Cubs wanted more — including more night games and the game-day closing of Addison and 
Clark for security purposes — and apparently blame Tunney for standing in the way. 
 
-- 
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